
7 of the most snow-sure ski resorts in
Europe
The snowline is slowly rising. Winters are growing more unpredictable. So how — in this
era of climate change — do you guarantee snow cover for your next ski holiday? In the
Alps, the answer is straightforward. Aim high, and/or look for ski areas with plenty of
north-facing slopes. That means you’ll also be looking above the treeline — and on
snowy or cloudy days, visibility will be an issue once you get there. Your reward,
however, comes with the sunshine. With soft, squeaky snow beneath your feet and
see-forever views beckoning from the peaks, you’ll feel like you’re skiing with the gods.
Here are seven resorts with long, reliable seasons.
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A downhill run in Val d’Isère (Val d’Isère Tourisme)
1.  Val d'Isère,  France

Thanks to its plunging, hell-for-leather home runs,  Val d'Isère's  ski area has a
fearsome reputation: and there’s no denying pistes like the black-rated Face are sure to
get an expert’s blood fizzing. But look beyond these valley descents (which, in a thaw,
are best skied by midday, before the snow gets too wet), and you’ll find they’re
complemented by lots of gentler and more confidence-boosting descents. What’s more,
because they’re set on two high plateaux above the steeps, they hold their snow well —
and lead to more of the same in neighbouring Tignes, which shares the same lift pass
(see below). If that sounds like good cause for a celebration, you’ve come to the right
place. Thanks to the slope-side Folie Douce and Cocorico at the bottom of the lifts, this
is one of the Alps’ great party towns.

See more

Enjoying a drink in Tignes (Andy Parant)
2. Tignes, France

Val d'Isère's  near neighbour Tignes is even higher. Most of its
slopes are above 2,100m and its lift system tops out an
eye-watering 3,456m, on the Grande Motte’s glacier. Up there,
you need to breathe steadily, with every turn, or your head will

soon be spinning. Lower down, the two ski areas knit seamlessly together, and offer the
most multifaceted high-altitude playground in the Alps. Snowsure nursery slopes,
intermediate pistes as broad as boulevards, every kind of off-piste challenge: you’ll find
them all here, with Tignes the better place to stay if you’re the middling sort of skier.
Sure, it’s no beauty, but the quality of its accommodation is rapidly improving and,
besides, the sight of the odd multi-storey block is a small price to pay for such
sumptuous, easy-skiing slopes. 
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On the slopes in Val Thorens
3. Val Thorens, France

Val Thorens seemed like a risky venture in the 1970s, when it was opened in a high,
avalanche-prone mountain bowl above Moûtiers. But climate change has completely
validated this ambitious project, and it’s now one of the brightest, buzziest and most
forward-looking Alpine resorts. The latest expression of this confidence has been the
opening of Le Board, a new sports centre, spa and indoor aquapark. Admittedly, just as
in Tignes, the dense, high-rise architecture will upset traditionalists. But given the
location, it has to be that way, and you won’t care a jot when the sun’s out — especially
if you’re a keen but not especially experienced skier. The easy-skiing terrain is perfect
for developing intermediates, and rises in several places to 3,000m, so you can usually
ski it right through April and into May. What’s more, it’s a key part of the vast Three
Valleys lift system, with plenty more high-altitude skiing nearby above Orelle, up on the
towering Pointe de la Masse and on the higher slopes of Méribel-Mottaret.

See more

Traditional architecture in Obergurgl (Alamy)
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4. Gurgl, Austria
If you don’t like the sound of the functional architecture of the French Alps, put Gurgl at
the top of your high-altitude hit list. Squirrelled away at the far end of the spectacular
Otztal, it’s a union of two small villages girdled by towering peaks: and while its ski area
can’t match the size and variety of either the Three Valleys or Tignes- Val d'Isère,  it has
considerably more old-school Alpine charm. Obergurgl, set at 1,930m, is the cuter of the
two. Here, traditionally styled hotels huddle together beneath the slopes and offer
state-of-the-art cocoons for well-heeled skiers. At the four-star superior Edelweiss &
Gurgl, for example, you’re whisked from the ski rental centre to the snow by escalator.
Hochgurgl, perched on a mountain balcony at 2,150m, feels more exposed to the
elements, but offers quicker access to the main hub of easy-skiing pistes, as well as the
gob-smacking Top Mountain Star bar and café. Chances are you’ll never sip a hot
chocolate more memorable than the ones they serve up there, perched on a
razor-edged ridge at 3,030m. 

See more

Cross-country skiiing near Zermatt (Michael Portmann)
5. Zermatt, Switzerland

Set beneath the snaggletooth spike of the Matterhorn, Zermatt is everyone’s idea of the
perfect mountain town. And with good reason. Squeezed into a tight, valley-bottom site,
it’s a car-free mix of luxurious hotels, twinkling boutiques and hoary old hay barns that’s
as pretty as any in Europe. Meanwhile, up on its sunnier slopes an array of delicious
restaurants awaits. No holiday here is complete without a long lunch at the likes of Zum
See or Chez Vrony.

There’s a lot of skiing to be done here too, courtesy of the highest lift-serviced ski area in
the Alps, which rises to 3,899m and links with Cervinia’s pistes just across the Italian
border. It suits easy-skiing intermediates best (although there is heli-skiing available too)
and for quick access to the main body of sky-scraping slopes you should bunk down at
the far end of town, as close as possible to its southernmost lift stations. That way, you’ll
save yourself a bus ride or a long walk each morning.

See more

Taking a break in Cervinia (Enrico Romanzi)
6. Cervinia, Italy

Yes, yes, the view of the Matterhorn from Zermatt is the one you’ll see in all the
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photographs. But the sight of the mountain that will really stay with you — and make the
ground tremble a little beneath your feet — is the one you’ll get from Cervinia, on the
other side of the Italian border. Here, it’s known as Monte Cervino, and its towering walls
are as fearsome as they are spectacular.  You’ll never tire of looking at them as you ski
Cervinia’s broad and mostly gentle cirque of high-altitude pistes. Almost all of them are
set between 2,050 and 3,480m. What’s also apparent, once you get stuck into the snow,
is that Cervinia is also home to the best intermediate piste in the two resorts’ combined
ski area. Red 7 — aka the Ventina — starts up at border, and drops all the way back to
the resort, serving up easy, rolling terrain and gobsmacking scenery from start to finish.
Add in the appeal of Cervinia’s lower holiday prices, as well as mountain restaurants
(notably Chalet Etoile) almost as good as Zermatt’s and it’s no wonder many skiers
prefer it to its prettier and fashionable neighbour — even if its slopes are sometime
scoured by fearsome winds.

See more

Skiers in Hintertux (Getty Images)
7. Hintertux, Austria

Hintertux isn’t so much a resort as a ski area, attached to a long valley dotted with
hotels. There is lively après-ski on offer at the Hohenhaus Tenne by the bottom lift
station: but this isn’t the place for a buzzy ski-village holiday packed with extras. What it
does supply however — in spades — is exciting pistes and reliable snow. For most of
the year, two glaciers at the top provide guaranteed snow, and a short break, skiing
them in late October or November, is a great way to blow away the cobwebs and brush
up on your technique. Meanwhile, in the main winter season, a Zillertal Superskipass
unlocks over 300 miles of extremely varied pistes in several ski areas further down the
valley. Either way, good food and a rooftop swimming pool make the the four-star
Tirolerhof hotel in nearby Lanersbach an excellent base.

See more
What are my rights if there is no snow at my ski resort?•

Take me there

Inspired to go on a ski holiday but yet to book your trip? Here are the best deals from 
Crystal Ski and Neilson.
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